
Opening Ceremonies 1-1:20pm
Join us for our opening ceremonies! Hear about some of the events planned for this weekend, meet some of the guests, and enjoy
spending some time getting to know a few of Doki's staff members! 
Sorry I’m so cute! J-fashion showcase 1:30-2:20pm 
Decora? Lolita? Gyaru? Jirai? Let’s do it all! Join the Diamond☆Arch galsa in a fun showcase for all the different styles of J-
Fashion!
Knowing your 5 Ws of cosplay ... and How  2:30-3:50pm
Join Folxy Cosplay and Stay at Foam Dad Creations as they discuss starting a cosplay.
The Harp Twins Concert 4pm-5pm
An Electric Harp concert with the Harp Twins! From Anime music to metal, you won’t want to miss this show! Plus, the Harp Twins
will be joined by the Vølfgang Twins on double drums for some rockin’ Viking music! 
Gateway Idolfest 6pm-7:30pm
The first St. Louis area idol festival! We want to showcase the amazing performers we have in our community that want to share
their love for idols with the world!
Formal Ball Dance Lessons 8pm-9pm
Come join Gabrielle, the owner and dance instructor for Step by Step Dance Studio, as she teaches you some basic ballroom style
dances! This event is free to attend with your badge to Kokorokon!
Formal Ball 9pm-10pm
This is a ballroom-style dance with some slower songs to dance to so grab a partner and bring your dancing shoes. Don't be afraid
to ask someone for a dance! It is a great time to make friends. We will be aiming for formal attire for this dance, so feel free to get
dressed up in those beautiful ball gowns or fancy suits and come join in on all the fun! 
18+ Performer Showcase: Creatures and Cuties 10:30-11:50pm
That's right, we're back! Showcasing some of STL's local, and not so local talents. If you're more of a fan of Dragula than Drag
Race, then this is the show for you! We've got Kings, Queens, Mothers, Monsters, and more. Come join us for a fierce and feral
night! 

*Loud noise and crowd warning **We will provide ear plugs for those who need them during the show.
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Anime Improv! 10am-11:20am
Attention entertainers, class clowns, goofs, and other sorts of characters! Come and join in on Anime Improv! We'll be playing
games such as Scenes from A Hat, Party Guests, One Word Stories, Switch, and Terrible Dubbing...all with a nerdy twist! 
English Rakugo: Traditional Japanese Storytelling 11:30am-12:20pm
Rakugo--A 400-year-old style of comedic storytelling, straight from the Edo period, translated into English, and performed by a
mas---well...apprentice. A lone performer, sitting seiza onstage with nothing more than a paper fan and a hand towel as props will
explore life's big questions. "What could go wrong working at a zoo?" "What do tanuki do at night?" "How hard can it be to pay a
simple complement?" Get answers to all these and more!

Cosplay Masquerade 2pm-4pm
Kokorokon's premiere cosplay where dozens of talented cosplayers gather to strut their stuff on stage! From Craftsmanship
cosplays to cracking jokes in skits, this is a must-see event for all! 
The Harp Twins 5pm-6pm
An Electric Harp concert with the Harp Twins! From Anime music to metal, you won’t want to miss this show! Plus, the Harp Twins
will be joined by the Vølfgang Twins on double drums for some rockin’ Viking music! 
All Ages Performer Showcase: Creatures and Cuties 6:30pm-7:50pm
Did you miss us last year? Well we're back, and we're rated E for Everyone! Have you ever wanted to go to a drag or burlesque
show but you're too young to go? Mesmerized by clips on TikTok or Youtube and you've just been itching to be in this kind of queer
safe space? Well this is the show for you! Come join us for a feral and fierce night you won't soon forget! *Loud noise and crowd
warning **We will provide ear plugs for those who need them.

The Symphony of Dreams 10pm-Midnight
The Symphony of Dreams is our featured Saturday dance event! Featuring guests Hazmatiq and DJ OsO! 
1. We do not allow bags into this event. The only exception is a wristlet, which our staff will search before allowing you entry. 
2. We do not allow bottles into this event. We have water stations outside the room. In order to keep everyone safe, these policies
will be enforced at the door for this event.
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Sugar Starz Aqours Showcase! 10am-11:20am
Calling all Idols and Idol fans! Bring your penlights and Idol cheer and welcome a newly formed Idol group to the stage! Sugar Starz
is happy to present a cheerful array of Aqours - Love Live! covers. Followed by some fun minigames, In-character audience
interaction, and we are doing a customized penlight give-away! 
Chainsaw Man: The Musical  11:30am-12:20pm
Watch as we take on the recap of Chainsaw Man season 1 in the form of a musical, featuring songs by Hall & Oates. This is a
satirical performance with the use of lip syncing, dance, and high expression similar to Drag. We'll transport you to the Chainsaw
Man universe in a way you've never seen before. 

Closing Ceremonies 2:30-pm-3pm
Join us for our closing ceremonies as we say goodbye to this years guests, watch our weekend video recap made by the amazing
Media Team, and find out who won in this years Team Events! 

The Harp Twins 1pm-2pm
An Electric Harp concert with the Harp Twins! From Anime music to metal, you won’t want to miss this show! Plus, the Harp Twins
will be joined by the Vølfgang Twins on double drums for some rockin’ Viking music! 
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How to Start Your Own Anime Themed Business 1:30pm-2:20pm
From commission work to your own online shop, turn your passion into profit with these tips on how to start your own anime
themed business 
So, you are broke? Beginning your own cosplay for cheap 2:30-3:20pm
Are you tired of buying cosplay of Amazon or other online stores that never have your size? Do you want to make something of
your own that you are proud to wear? Do you have no clue where to even begin? Join Charlotte and RDeesCosplay as we go
through the tools to get started. Like, literally tools. Explore how to shop for your materials, how to find and modify thrifted clothes,
using leftover sports equipment, and much more. Come with an idea on what you would like to make. We’ll do our best, with
audience engagement, to craft a plan on how a build would progress. 

Sailor Moon Trivia 5pm-5:50pm
Come test your knowledge in this ultimate Sailor Moon challenge. Answer questions correctly to win points. The player with the
most points wins the grand prize! 

Name that Tune 4pm-4:50pm
Have you ever gotten a song stuck in your head? Well so have we! In this game the goal is correctly guess the song after listening
to it for 10 seconds. Guess wrong and another team can steal the points. 

Let’s Voice Act Manga 6pm-6:50pm
Ever wanted to have a go at voice acting? Now is your chance. Let’s have some fun voice acting scenes directly out of manga
pages. 
Foamsmithing 101: How to Start Your Armory 7pm-7:50pm
Have you ever been interested in crafting an awesome armor, giant prop, or cool accessory but didn't know where to start? Come
learn from Master Class foamsmiths Forging.Smores and aTorableCosplay as we discuss an introduction to everything beginning
foamsmithing! From foam to finish, we're here to help! 
Adventures with the Adventure Group 8pm-8:50pm
Join the Adventure Group as we share fun, exciting, and oftentimes wacky stories about various con experiences we've
encountered over the years! 
I Will Go Down with This Ship: Shipping Trash… After Dark 18+ 9pm-10:20pm
Shipping trash just got spicy! Come and get your fantasies quenched!
!Hosts After Dark! 18+ 10:30pm-11:50pm
We all know the original story of how haruhi joined the host club. But happens during the nighttime when nekozawa tries to take
over and uses magic on the hosts???? It becomes a overload of hearts being poured out, secrets unravel. Join the Ouran Host
Club for a night to remember and trust me you won't forget it!!! 18+ 
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The details are the devil 10am-10:50am
Fearful of foam? Excited to try embroidery? Worried to work with worbla? Details are of utmost importance when creating your
cosplay…but how do you nail down those details? Join Teakup.cos, a master level cosplayer who has won multiple awards for her
detail work! Embroidery, lace, ribbon, foam, beads, clay, worbla- Teakup will teach you how to work with it all! Join me for live
demonstrations and multiple examples of my work! 

Cosmic Impact 12pm-12:50pm
While chasing the Stellaron hunters, Trailblazer ends up crawling into a trash can and by some strange circumstances winds up in
Teyvat. Join the Astral Express crew and the Stellaron Hunters as they explore and investigate the wonders of Genshin Impact in
order for them to find a way back home! 

Apples to Apples 11am-11:50am
Now you get to work harder as a team! With this card game each person from your team will have a card, and you'll get together
with your teammates and agree on the best card to go with the prompt! 

Q&A with Courtland Johnson 1pm-1:50pm
Open discussion and Q&A with Courtland Johnson 
Truth or Dare FNaF security Breach panel  2pm-3:20pm
Just some theatre kids looking for some fun loving five nights at Freddy’s fans, come see Roxane wolf, Sundrop, Moondrop, and
more to play truth or dare or ask then a question you have Been dying to find out! But most importantly have fun with us at this
panel!! 

Fur-Troduction: An Icebreaker for Furries 4:30pm-5:20pm
Make sure to get your hands and paws ready for a FUR-TASTIC time! Through interactive games, all members of the Furry
Fandom can come together! Make friends, sabotage enemies and enjoy the spoils of "war!" We look forward to seeing everyone!! 
MHA- Plus Ultra Trivia 5:30pm-6:20pm
How well do you know My Hero Academia? Are you the one in your friend group with all the answers? Do you know the most
obscure facts about the MHA universe? Or maybe, you just wanna test your knowledge. Bring your friends and join Aaron
Campbell, the voice actor for Pro hero Majestic and Kotaro Shimura for this team based trivia game!
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Charlie Campbell Q&A 3:30pm-4:20pm
Charlies Campbell will be sharing his love of anime and voice acting with you during this Q&A Panel. Come attend to ask
questions, and learn some insider tips on voice acting! 



Kirameki Magic! 7pm-7:50pm
Class is in session! Join Bitty and Eliot of Kirameki Magic to learn about the intricacies of Japanese idol groups and watch them
perform live! 

Caption Your Own Anime (18+) 9pm-10:20pm
Have you ever wanted to write your own subtitles? What are the characters really thinking in that shot? Now you can! Compete
against other congoers to see who can come up with the funniest caption, or help judge from the audience! (There might even be
prizes for the last caption standing...) 

Otaku Strikeout 8pm-8:50pm
Two teams of three play a game like Family Feud. Surveys taken before the con result in a game board with twelve possible
answers. The object of the game is to find the top seven answers among the possible ones…finding one earns the team money.
Finding one of the five “strikeout” answers or perhaps a bad challenge costs the team a member! The surviving team advances to
the bonus round and has a shot to win big! 

Which LOZ Link is the most Bada** Giga Chad? 18+ 10:30pm-11:5pm
You ever lounge about in your Triforce-Themed undies and and wonder to yourself "Which Link is the most bada** Giga Chad? I
did, and I'm here to tell you! In this lore-based 18+ informational panel, we discuss the characteristics and items of each Link and
rank them on a scale to see which one is truly worth of the title 'GigaChad'! Come laugh with us as we dive deep into Legend of
Zelda lore in this truly unhinged panel about Gigachads, BY a Gigachad. It's dangerous to go alone into LOZ 18+ content, take me
along with you! 
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Intro to Leatherworking 10am-10:50am
Learn all about getting into Leatherworking at this beginner-oriented panel! Topics will cover the different types of leather, what
tools are required/where to buy, basic techniques and more! There will also be a short demo of leather tooling. 
Is bigger always better? Pros and cons of oversized cosplays 11am-11:50am
Come join cosplay guest Folxy Cosplay as she talks about cosplay props! Learn effective ways to make your props safe, lighter,
and of course bigger! 

Charlie Campbell Q&A 1pm-2pm
Come meet the English VA for Sorahiko Torino aka Gran Torino in My Hero Academia! Bring your questions and come learn more
about what it's like being a voice actor!

Intro to 3D Printing 12pm-12:50pm
Come and learn a few of the basics of 3D printing, and doing our best to avoid making plastic spaghetti. What are the differences
between resin and filament? PLA, PETG, ABS, or whatever alphabet soup? Modeling and CAD? What's a slicer? Fair use and
copy right issues? 
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J fashion Tea Party 1:30pm-2:50pm
Come join your local J-fashion loving friends for a relaxing cup of tea. Please bring your own cup if you have one, if not there will be
a selection of cups to borrow. There will be a selection of teas to choose from but you can also bring your favorite to share with
others as well. 

So You Wanna Make Some Money from Cosplay? 4pm-4:50pm
From social media and ad revenue, to commission work and company sponsorships, to even guesting at conventions, there’s a lot
of ways to monetize cosplay! Come have a chat about the pros and cons of making money from cosplay and whether or not it’s the
right choice for you! 

That's My Jam - Video Game Edition! 3pm-3:50pm
Join in and watch two teams of three try their hand at music guessing! 
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The life and times of minority cosplayers 5pm-6:20pm
Dive into the journies of some of the most underrated and misunderstood groups within the cosplay community. 
The Adventure Group Concert: Feat. Rachel and Beck 6:30-7:20pm
Join Rachel and Beck from The Adventure Group as they play nerd-related songs on the keyboard and keytar! 
Creative Problem Solving in Cosplay 7:30pm-8:20pm
This panel is a discussion on creatively solving problems in cosplay. The panel focuses on the Master level award-winning foam
cosplay build, “The Clawbringer” from Tiny Tina’s Wonderlands, and how every idea can be built on and reapplied to other
situations. Topics discussed range from what creative problem solving even means, to light diffusion, breaking down a large prop,
and choosing the right attachment for the job. 
Jackbox! 9pm-10:20pm
Come join the adventure group as they play a few rounds of Jackbox! This is sure to be lots of fun! 
Karaoke 10:30pm-11:50pm
Karaoke is the highlight for many at our convention! Come check out this fun interactive event where you may sign up to sign,
cheer those who are signing, or simply sit back and enjoy! Songs must be appropriate and is at our discretion. Please sign up for
one song at a time. After you have gone you may sign up again to sing another song. We encourage you to sing, dance, and
encourage the crowd to clap and sing along with you! Bring your own glowstick and have a good time!



Cosplay and Sustainability 12pm-12:50pm
Sometimes sustainability is difficult to remember when being a cosplayer, but it doesn’t have to be! Join Rainbow Rhapsody,
winner of Kokorokon 2022’s Eco-Cosplay category, as we share ways you can be eco friendly while also achieving all of your
cosplay goals! 
YU-GI-OH! 5D's: More than card games on motorcycles 1pm-2:20pm
Ancient gods, classism, robots from the future, and yes...motorbikes. Come hang out with us and let's chat about why 5D's is truly
the pinnacle of the Yu-Gi-Oh! franchise. 
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I Will Go Down with This Ship: Loving Characters Who Love Each Other 2:30pm-3:50pm
I’m shipping trash. You’re shipping trash. Let’s all gather together in this dumpster fire of passion! 
Vs. The Adventure Group 4pm-5:20pm
Are you a bad enough dude to take on the Adventure Group (at least in video games/Mario Party)? Join a team and cheer for your
side! 
Foamsmithing 202: Time to Detail Your Armory 5:30pm-6:20pm
Ever wanted to add a cool embossed effect to your armor but couldn’t figure out how? What about scaling or woodgrain?
Weathering? Trim on fabric? Join Master Class foamsmiths aTorableCosplay and Forging.Smores for a lesson on advanced
techniques you can use to add texture, depth, and detailing to your next armor or prop build! 
Corset Making - Where to start? 6:30pm-7:20pm
Learn about the basics of corset making, including style, functionality, and materials. Then try your hand at making your own basic
corset pattern. 

Karaoke 10:30pm-11:50pm
Karaoke is the highlight for many at our convention! Come check out this fun interactive event where you may sign up to sign,
cheer those who are signing, or simply sit back and enjoy! Songs must be appropriate and is at our discretion. Please sign up for
one song at a time. After you have gone you may sign up again to sing another song. We encourage you to sing, dance, and
encourage the crowd to clap and sing along with you! Bring your own glowstick and have a good time!

Adventure Group Sing-A-Long 7:30pm-8:50pm
Join the Adventure Group as we pay tribute to fun, popular (and meme-worthy) songs of old and sing them together karaoke-style.
Come sing your heart out in a judgment-free zone and let's have fun together! 
YouTube Poops with the Adventure Group 18+ 9pm-10:20pm
Do you enjoy YouTube Poops? Do you like awkwardly edited videos (mostly) from the early 2000s? Got nothing better to do late at
night at an anime convention? Then this is the panel for you. Come on by and discuss with us what YouTube Poops are and why
they’re such an underground phenomena, and then watch some of our favorite nerdy ones! Bonus points if you come with some
actual good ones we haven’t seen yet! 



ROTTMNT: Bring It Back! 10am-10:50am
Join us as we take have in depth discussion of Rise of The TMNT! There will be quizes, games, theories and prizes! Hope to see
you there! 
Picture this! 11am-11:50am
Study and draw! with this team event you will only have 30 seconds to memorize the photo! then its time to put youre drawing skills
to the test! best photo wins! 
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Behind the Curtain: Competing in Cosplay 12pm-12:50pm
Please join the cosplay masquerade judges and organizer for an inside look at competing in cosplay! We will be answering
questions and providing feedback for all contestants! Whether you've been on stage or not, this panel is a valuable learning
opportunity for all! 
The last stand: Team Events discussion 1pm-1:50pm
Did you participate in Team Events this weekend? Come chat with the team leaders and let us know which events you enjoyed!
You can also share some ideas you'd like us to consider for next years events, as well as learn how you can become more
involved with Team Events. 



Tug Of War 5:30pm-6:30pm

Outdoor Team Events
On your mark! Get set! Pull!! Come line up with teammates and pull the opposing team over the line.
Help win points for your team. We are all here for fun but who wouldn't like to compete against their
friends? 

Dodgeball 12:30pm-1:30pm
Who doesn't like a little dodgeball right? Come on then, plenty of fun to be had here! once the
whistle blows take off running towards the middle in attempts to take control of one of the spheres of
doom! Best out of three take home the most points for their team! 

Capture the Flag 4:30pm-5:30pm
This is where it gets tricky. With this game you will have to be fast and quick with your eyes! The
goal is to take the opposing teams flag without getting tagged. If you get tagged you are out. The
first team to take the enemies flag and cross the boarder wins! 

Red Light, Green Light 12pm-12:30pm
Have you ever played Red light green light? No? that's okay its fun and easy. Starting on the line the
goal is to make it across the field by either walking or running but there is a catch, the team leaders
will be calling red light that's when you stop. But if you are caught moving you are out, pretty straight
forward right? come and join the fun. 


